
EXTENSIVE PROGRAMME FOR AMBITIOUS HOTEL
MANAGEMENT FRESHERS
Limited seats available

BUILD YOUR OWN BRAND WITH TYI
Comprehensive soft skill training & on
the job training 

GIVE A HEADSTART TO YOUR CAREER
And steer towards your goal

Executing partners:

EARN A CERTIFICATE OF RECOGNITION
TYI Skill Matrix 

GUARANTEED JOB OPPORTUNITIES & FULL
PLACEMENT SUPPORT FORLIFE TIME 





The most comprehensive programme designed for fresh
hospitality graduates in collaboration with the knowledge
development arm of the Ecole Hotelier de Lausanne (EHL)
Education Group - EHL Advisory Services and India's leading 5
star luxury Hotel Brand Roseate Hotels & Resorts in order to
make candidates industry ready and future proof!  

U p - s k i l l  y o u r s e l f  w i t h  T Y I  A p p  -
H O T E L I E R  5 0  C E R T I I F C A T I O N

Establish a heightened sense of
self awareness
Improve interpersonal
relationships, communicate
effectively, connect with peers
Personal and Professional
developmental plan
Personality profiling based on
Carl Jung's work in psychology 

Make your TYI e-profile 
TYI soft skill module 
Be a part of the high calibre
talent pool of hospitality
industry

On the job training
Industry standards, best
practices, protocols and
etiquette 

TYI x EHL Brand You

TYI Academy

Roseate Hotels & Resorts 

École hôtelière de Lausanne

Phase 1
 

Phase 2

Phase 3



Ask for recommendations

Grow your online
presence 

Always conduct
yourself as a Brand 

Evidence your training

6

7
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Research your desired
company

Prepare an elevator
pitch 

4

5

Determine what you
want to be known for

Define your audience

2

3

1
Discover your authentic

self

Practice interviews and
case studies

PHASE 1 : TYI Academy
Steps to Build Your Brand



Mission & 
Vision 

Soft Skill Trained & certified 
Technically sound at hard skills, assessed and trained by Industry
Professionals
Emotionally Intelligent and Rational 
Self aware laying the foundation for inspirational young leadership 
Aware about Industry trends and standards 
Well aligned with company expectations, goals and vision

This program will be a game changer for Hospitality Management
graduates and hospitality Industry by designing unique educational
opportunities that meet the future demand of the Industry, shaping the
promising talents and connecting them with meaningful careers in the
Industry. We are the bridge between the ever-changing hospitality industry
and a talented pool of highly motivated individuals for them to recruit
from. 
Recruiters get direct access to this pool of ‘experienced freshers’ who are:

 



FOR Your personal brand is more than a reflection of who you are today;

it’s a roadmap of where you want to go. In addition to understanding your

existing skills and competencies, TYI Academy experts facilitates a

deep dive into your personality preferences based on the experiences.

TYI allow access to host of videos post the workshop, to understand the

self behaviour. You will also be required to carry out an activity in line

with understanding yourselves better, recognizing others and displaying

the ability to adapt

Determine what you want
to be known for!

Steps to Success

Action Step 2

Before your start crafting your personal brand, you need to
determine your end goal based on your strengths and weakness and
most importantly up-skill your talent within the progressive
environment of experienced leaders and evidence your professional
skills in an innovative way to express your confidence, high level of
commitment toward your work-ethics and define your wide range of
talents through TYI E-profile.
With the access to your personalised website, we help you connect
with the industry experts to introduce you to Industry Basic Success
Mantra & the access to The Yummy Idea Soft Skill Training module
designed based on the method of ‘Learning By Doing’ and helping
you to scale up table of interaction in your favour.
Market Yourself:
“I don’t chase, I Attract, whatever belongs to me Finds Me!”

Define Your Audience &
Express Your Talent



Dealing with Logical reasoning

Enhancing the critical and rational thinking

Aligning the skill summary with job description

And most importantly, making you self-aware toward the perception

of recruiter, awareness about the important skills they are looking in

an interview and allowing you to self-introspect for why you can be

hired.

Your first 2 minutes interaction with the potential employer defines your

future with their company. Recruiters have limited time to understand

your potential, we have to be smart to understand and read the

interviewers mind. TYI makes your well prepared with mock-interviews,

case studies, role plays and class room discussions and helps you with

the real game of:

Get prepared for Industry
Specific Interviews 

Action Step 2

An elevator pitch (max 2 mins) is the most effective way to represent
your personal brand with vision, passion and future prospects you
will bring on table for them. It’s a summary of all your academic
learnings, experiences and skill set till date described in most easy
and effective way of what you do and where you are going in your
carrier and how you can create a value to their organisation. 
All the above designed course helps you identify your strengths,
your skill set, nurture effective communication during presentations
and brainstorming with Industry leaders – helps you define a small
story of your experiences and TYI team helps you define
the right framework, with the right pitch based on your attributes.

Prepare an 
Elevator Pitch



Showcase small snippets of hard work in the form of pictures and
videos
Log achievements at one place by logging digital certificates & other
achievements
Showcase the innovate side which they cannot speak in words as
they can log any other co-curricular activities or projects they have
taken up
Increase their credibility (Testimonials by mentors)
Authenticate learning as taking reviews of their modules learnt from
mentors 
Reflect their dedication and commitment
Evidence their passion to learn and understand every module
Reflect their learning graph to recruiters

A well designed TYI E-portfolio allows students to:

Get Your Profile Proof read (replacing
traditional CV with e-profile)

Action Step 2

As you are evolving your personal brand, it’s also important to build
your strong social network and grow your professional circle. TYI
programme allows you to connect through Hospitality Industry
leaders and connect with peers to share, communicate and innovate
on a single platform. 
Regular events, competitions and industry meets keep you focussed
on your professional development and provides an opportunity to
interact and forge your strong relations with Industry leaders.
Showcasing your brand and getting feedbacks and testimonials from
known leaders allows unknown recruiters to make informed
decisions about your potential and judge your leadership ability. The
more connections you make, the more experience you gather and
more likely your personal brand will be recognised.

Grow your professional Circle,
Networking and Your
Credibility



TYI Academy's soft skill training module is designed specifically to address the
challenged faced by the fresh graduates and help them groom for the life
after college. A wholesome amalgamation of coursework, case studies, role
plays, situation handling and live talks by industry experts will help them test
the waters before taking the final plunge.
At the end of the programme students get the TYI Skill matrix that helps them
identify their skills and reflect their character in their personality. 

Get to know yourself better 
Prepare elevator pitch 
Resume building & vetting 
Mock Interviews & how to handling them 
Simulation exercise & Case Studies 
Industry awareness 
Business Entrepreneurship & leadership 

TYI
Academy

ABOUT THE PROGRAMME 

4 WEEKS COMPREHENSIVE PROGRAMME 

A total 20 hours of rigorous training, assessment and introspection to help you focus on
improvement in order to build your own employee brand.

20 hr

3-4 weeks - ONLINE



Evidence your soft skills & get a
personalised TYI Skill Matrix 

Skill Metrics will comprise various parameters on the basis of
candidate’s performance throughout the learning sessions. It is a tool
that helps recruiters to assess the ability of a candidate to perform
its duties.  
 
The advantage of using and developing skill matrix is to make sure
every student has a definite learning graph and TYI team will make
sure, that based on actual capability of students’ interaction during
the sessions, based on their leadership ability to take up the
challenges, and communication skills to represent themselves we will
define the outcome of each candidate into definite results. This will
not only help candidate to understand their level of improvement but
also becomes a necessary tool for Recruiters to pick the best talent
based on TYI-Skill matrix, which reflect the soft-skill development of
an individual certified by the team of professionals, hence reducing
the task of recruiter to search for perfect fit for their company.
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TYI SKILL MATRIX
MATRIX IS MARKED BY TRAINERS POST ASSESSMENT 
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 VIDEO RESUMES
We help you build your

video resume that can be

showcased on profile

GROUP DISCUSSIONS
Student Profiles will be

accessible to recruiters

across India on web

MOCK INTERVIEWS
Practice mock

interviews

PRESENTATION
SKILLS

Learn to present through

case studies & role plays 

Under this academy, our vision is to equip students with the

capabilities that will help them throughout their stint at reputable

organisations and assist them in outshining amongst their peers.

TYI Academy's soft skill training module is designed specifically to

address the challenged faced by the candidates and help them groom

for the life when they step into the industry. A wholesome

amalgamation of coursework, case studies, role plays, situation

handling and live talks by industry experts will help them test the

waters before taking the final plunge.

At the end of the programme students get the TYI Skill matrix that

helps them identify their skills.   

Addressing the need of the hour



COMMUNICATION
SKILLS

MODULES OF TRAINING 

SOFT SKILLS

DOs & Don'ts
Communication

etiquette

Posture, courtesy,
decoding gestures

Activity
listening
exercise

VERBAL

NON VERBAL 

GUIDED STEPS &

VETTING OF
PREPARED RESUME

INTERVIEW
SESSIONS

FOLLOWING FAQS &

STANCE TRAINING

EXPERT TALK

RESUME
BUILDING

MOCK
INTERVIEWS

HOW TO GET
THAT JOB?

LISTENING

ELEVATOR
PITCH

Leadership,
feedback,

collaborative
working

environment

Team building
activities role
play & case
studies

Understanding
team objectives

& strengths

TEAM
PROJECTS

(GROUP TASKS)

HANDLING
TEAM

DYNAMICS

TEAM WORK

Role play, case
studies,

persuation 

Theory on
negotiation, role
plays, case
discussions

CONFLICT
MANAGEMENT
& RESOLUTION

NEGOTITATION

PROBLEM
SOLVING &

CRITICAL
THINKIG

Types of
conflicts. stages

& traditional
ways to resolve



CONFIDENCE &

AGILITY

PRESENTATION
SKILLS

Expert Talk on
Global Scenario

Importance of
Up-skilling in
Globalised
world

GLOBAL
AWARENESS

GLOBAL SKILLS
& EFFECT OF
PANDEMIC

GLOBAL
AWARENESS

Importance of Time
Management
80:20 pricipal,
prioritizing tasks

Think Out of
The Box

Creative
problem solving

process

TIME
MANAGEMENT

CREATIVITY

SELF
IMPROVEMENT

MODULES OF TRAINING  

SOFT SKILLS

INTROSPECTION
& REFLECTION

SEEKING
FEEDBACK

USING
FEEDBACK FOR
OWN BENEFIT

SELF
ASSESSMENT

FEEDBACK 
SELF

AWARENESS

NURTURING &

ACCEPTING
FEEDBACK

TYI E-PROFILE

SHOWCASE YOUR
HARDSKILLS 

 EVIDENCE SOFT SKILLS

ENTIRE PROFESSIONAL
JOURNEY AT A SINGLE

PLACE



What recruiters get?

03

02

01

04

Based on above 3 steps, shortlist the
candidates as suited best for your job role
and discuss in person with highly trained and
motivated candidate where they can share
their experiences and how they can create
value to your company.

PERSONAL INTERVIEW

The Yummy Idea provides a skill matrix of each
candidate, specifying their strengths and
weaknesses and how the candidate has
converted their failures to successful failures
during 3 months of training and nurturing
with us in the hospitality environment.

TYI SKILL MATRIX

For the job opening given by organisation –
receive a 2-minute pitch video of the candidate
explaining ‘About the candidate’ and why
he/she is most suitable for this job. Judge the
person attitude, communication and desire to
be fit for the job role.

PITCH VIDEO

Recruiters verify candidate by going
through their E-profile (Instead of
Traditional CV), which allows recruiters to
know person beyond the CV, testimonials
by their mentors, evidence of academic
learning experience and make informed
choice based on intangible assets (passion,
hard skills, attitude reflected in an
innovative digital format)

EMPLOYEE BRANDING:

STEPS TO YOUR SUCCESS

On completion of your TYI Module, we bridge the gap of preparing future ready candidates
and providing  access to the recruiters to best candidates trained as per their companies’
culture, making sure about their awareness about local surroundings and most importantly
providing candidates with High Emotional Intelligence.

PITCH VIDEO

EMPLOYEE BRANDING

TYI SKILL

MATRIX

PERSONAL

INTERVIEW



Platform for hospitality professionals where Industry meets Academia

About Me: Imp Docs &
Certificates

Log in
experiences

Gallery

Assignments

Name &
Profile picture

Reviews &
Ratings

Bio

Feed

TYI e-profile empowers students as it is a personal website for them
which allows them to showcase their real time learning and it becomes
the "first source of impression" for an unknown recruiter.

Annual access
to e-profile 

Subscription
to newsletter

Access to job
opportunities



TUSHAR SHARMA
IHM DEHRADUN

PLACED AT THE LEELA JAIPUR

Identifying my barriers & converting
inhibitions to strengths!

"As a part of Hoteliers 50 program I learned
to control my emotional barriers and
accomplishing my emotions into my
strength."

Tushar Sharma

S T U D E N T S  S P E A K

SARVESH NAIK
IHM MUMBAI

PLACED AT THE ROSEATE HOUSE, DELHI

Coming out of comfort zone and
emerging as a confident professional!
'I am really proud of how I have moved
from not even clicking much selfies to
recording videos talking confidently and
putting it out for people to watch. There
are times when I fail terribly and I know
there is so much room for improvement.
But I'm trying new things which are
helping me improve and gain more
confidence and this makes me feel lively."

Sarvesh NaikSOURABH DHANKAR
DELHI IHM

PLACED AT ROSEATE HOUSE, DELHI

Hotelier 50: A catalyst to boost my confidence
and receptivity to nurture my weak areas

Hotelier 50 is like a catalyst that I needed in my life
to boost my moral, my ability to teamwork and
also my ability to introspect. It has helped me be
more self-confident even in the course of my day
to day life. Hotelier 50 helped me increase my
receptivity and to push me to work towards my
weak areas.

Sourabh Dhankar

Hotelier 50



Opportunities
M T  L e v e l  O p e n i n g s  

Job Opening : Management Trainee
Salary: Rs. 25000-30000 per month 

Starting: December 2021 (18 months)
Location: Various

Job Opening : Management Trainee
Salary: Rs. 25000-30000 per month 
Starting: December 2021 
Location: Various

Job Opening : Management Trainee
Salary: Rs. 15000 per month 

Starting: Immediate Hiring 

We also have entry level openings from Taj, ITC, Marriott,
Novotel, Fairmont, Radisson, Citrus, Sterling Mac and
many more...

Each participant will be trained formally, as per the industry standards
for cracking and knowing the responsibilities of Management Trainee,
communication skills, situation handling, mock interview drill and given
an array of exposure to create your personal website showcasing your
skills to the recruiters. 
 
The students are able to access job opportunities at the end of the
programme and receive support from TYI throughout their professional
career. Current opening as are Below:



Opportunities
E n t r y  L e v e l  O p e n i n g s  

Job Openings : GSA (all departments)
Salary: Rs. 10,200  per month 

Job Opening : GSA (All Departments)
Salary: Rs. 10000-16000 per month 

Job Opening : GSA (Various)
Salary: Rs. 10,000-11,500 per month 

Job Opening : Commi 3
Salary: Rs. 12,500 per month  

Job Opening : GSA (Various)
Salary: Rs.11,500 per month 

Job Opening : GSA (F&B Service)
Salary: Rs. 27,500/- per month 



EHL with its deep-rooted expertise, knowledge and credibility, backed by
Insights Explore (a personality profiling tool based on Carl Jung’s work in
psychology) has designed a bespoke program to support the students journey
of self-awareness and personal development. This programs focuses on
laying the foundation for a heightened sense of self awareness for improved
relationships, personal growth, effective communication, enhanced
productivity, and inspirational young leadership.

The EHL Education group has been serving up excellence in hospitality and education
since 1893. Over the past 127 years, the hotel school (EHL Ecole hôtelière de Lausanne)
grew into a thriving international university with a consulting branch and academic
partnerships, under the ownership of the EHL foundation. EHL Advisory Services, the
management advisory & knowledge development branch of the EHL Education Group,
has been supporting innovation and excellence in industries and education since 1976.
With a team of leading subject experts they develop applicable, innovative solutions that
help businesses and institutions around the world to prepare for future excellence with
a commitment to academic rigor, service culture and quality assurance.

TYI x EHL
Brand You

Allowing self-awareness and
personal development with deep
insights & learning to adapt

Access to host of videos post the workshop to understand the colour energies better and will also perform an
activity in line with understanding themselves better, displaying the ability to adapt.

ABOUT THE PROGRAMME 

UNDERGO1.
SELF-EVALUATION

4. COMPLETE PERSONALITY
PROFILING 

3. FACILITATIVE &
EXPERIENTIAL SESSION

2. GET PERSONALIZED
“INSIGHTS EXPLORE” PROFILE

Personality test based
on Carl Jung's work in
psychology

by a qualified expert

Get personalised results  
and colour preferences 



Food Production 
Room Service 
Front Desk 
Food & Beverage 

We need to offer students knowledge beyond theory and empower them with
resourceful tools for practical application. We have partnered with the best in the
industry to transform these candidates into excellent hospitality professionals
that the organisations seek. Roseate Hotels & Resorts, a collection of uber luxury
hotels across India and UK, being our training and guidance partner allows
applicants to innovate not just in their professional careers but in the society at
large. Hospitality being a dynamic industry, needs to be seen without any
stereotype and biases which the brand endorses with live interactions, original
case studies and on ground training thus making the subject more wary of
aligning business needs with the changing environment.

Each student will be given a choice to pick from any of the four departments: 

1.
2.
3.
4.

Based on their performance and acumen, candidates will be assigned various
departments and given training modules covering 4 weeks that would include all
the exercises  & practices under the guidance of experienced trainers & mentors
from Roseate Hotels & Resorts. 

GIVE YOUR FUTURE EMPLOYERS A GLIMPSE OF YOUR LEARNING OUTCOMES
IN A DECISIVE WAY

Roseate Hotels &
Resorts

4 WEEKS APPRENTICESHIP PROGRAMME 

180 hr
On floor
training

4 weeks



Business Perspective03

Client Response

Management
04

Department

Knowledge

01

Technical & functional

Knowledge 
02

Evaluation Matrix

Acumen for revenue generation is a

must, be it room up selling or menu

designing. Extensive comprehension of

one’s area of work is required and will

be examined.

Stress will be laid on candidate’s

soft and communication skills,

guest interaction and handling

capability, understanding and

solving of operational and guest

issues, telephone etiquettes, care

for assets as well as stakeholders

of the organization.

Industry SOPs, fundamental

understanding and hands on

experience of the tools related to the

area of expertise applied for will be

checked. This also covers all

documentation processes and record

keeping activity.

Extensive knowledge is expected

about the organization, the industry

at large and the various duties

performed in the area specific to the

department assigned to the

candidate during OJT

Department

Knowledge

Technical &

Functional

Knowledge

Business

Perspective

Client

Response

Management

Candidates will be evaluated on the basis of these 4 categories by the
HODs/Trainer In charge

 

On Job Training with Roseate 

Department Knowledge CRM Technical Knowledge Business Perspective

85% 90% 60% 75%

This is the sample of evaluation matrix. Candidate will be marked on these 4
categories by the HODs/Trainer In charge



c o - f o u n d e r ,  T Y I
R A D H I K A  G A R G  

CERTIFICATE OF
COMPLETION

Tushar Sharma

c o - f o u n d e r ,  T Y I

T h e  Y u m m y  I d e a  A c a d e m y  c e r t i f i e s

has successful ly  completed TYI  Soft  Ski l ls

Training Module under the Hotel ier  50 program.

T U S H A R  G A R G  

Click here to visit  Tushar's  profi le  or  scan the QR Code

TYI

Certif ied

S A M P L E  C E R T I F I C A T E





www.theyummyidea.com

@theyummyidea

contact@theyummyidea.com

Only limited seats for BEST
50 candidates who will be in

the pool of experienced
freshers. And TYI will bring

them hiring opportunities
from recruiters 

Bank Details
Company Name : YUMMY IDEA LLP Bank

Name: AU Small Finance Bank
Account No: 1921210523172394 IFSC Code:

AUBL0002105

THE YUMMY IDEA 

STUDENTS BROCHURE

Open doors to new
opportunities with 

The Yummy Idea, 
applications open on

www.theyummyidea.com
from Nov 1st week


